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In Midst of Global Pandemic, Israeli Defense Company
Quietly Changed the Face of Hospitals
The arrival of the coronavirus global pandemic came as
suddenly for Israel’s Rafael defense company as it did to
many other companies, yet it took very little time for
Rafael to spring into action
and quietly transform the
face of Israeli hospitals’
wards. “Part of the Israeli
DNA is to face up to missions together,” said Irit
Idan [photo, left], executive
vice president, and head of
research and development
at Rafael. “This is our nature as a nation. From the
moment that this incident
began rolling, Rafael started
floating many ideas on how
we can assist the healthcare system.”

phone for 90 minutes,” recalled Idan. “I saw the entire
process unfolding in this battle. The doctor explained to
me what she was dealing with so that we could understand the challenges and think about the solutions we
wanted to provide them with.”
Rafael’s first conclusion was that the principal problem
faced by hospitals was the entry of medical teams into
hazardous, virus-filled environments during their day-today work. This led to a series of groundbreaking solutions.

The first of these was a robotic assistance tool, currently
roaming hospital corona
wards [photo, left].
Rafael took a robot made
by the TEMI company
and placed multiple intelligent capabilities on
it, enabling it to become
a fully autonomous system that comes into
During ordinary days, Rafael produces cutting-edge declose contact with
fense products, such as the world famous Iron Dome airCOVID-19 patients in
defense system, the David’s Sling air-defense system and
place of nurses. The roa host of combat systems for land, air and space, in addibot, which conducts tasks such as food distribution and
tion to missiles and communications systems.
logistics, can navigate its own way around the hospital
Along with those activities, the company sprang into acand bring trays directly to beds. It is currently active at
tion to upgrade the medical establishment’s capabilities in the Assaf Harofeh Medical Center in Tel Hashomer; the
the war against a very different kind of enemy. Idan led
company has received requests from other hospitals as
the company’s assistance program for hospitals, and said well. The robots are also used to enable patients to comthat the first step involved getting a good understanding
municate with family and friends through audio and video
of what medical personnel on the new frontlines needed
links. “We know that even for people who are sedated on a
most.
ventilator, it is important for them to hear the voices of
their loves ones,” said Idan.
Idan and her team traveled to hospitals, visiting coronavirus wards around the country and hearing firsthand
A second acute problem identified by Idan and her team
about the daily problems faced by doctors and nurses.
was the need to remotely transmit medical readings of
patients back to nurses and doctors to reduce their risk of
“On a Saturday afternoon, a doctor went into a coronavi(Continued )
rus ward and broadcast from it on Zoom through her

infection. Critically ill patients hooked up to life-support
machines have readings of oxygen saturation, pulse and
other vital signs constantly monitored, while an automatic nourishment system also transmits key information. “We saw that nurses and doctors always had to go in
and see if everything was alright. They would have to suit
up in full personal protective equipment each time,” reported Idan. Rafael developed multiple solutions for this.
It fitted ventilators and nourishment machines with communication cables to transmit the readings back to a
separate room, and in cases where communications cables
could not be fitted, installed a computer card to the back
of the machines that deciphered their protocols and sent
them to a nurses’ room via WiFi. “Now, they can always
monitor the patients’ readings without needing to go in,”
said Idan. In other hospitals where machines could not be
fitted with computer cards, Rafael took cell phones, installed its image-processing application on them and
placed them opposite the monitors. From there, the
phones transmitted the readings, translated them into
text messages, and sent them to the nurses’ room via
WiFi. Such a solution is, for example, active in the Western Galilee Hospital in Nahariya. “We are offering these
solutions to the entire world,” stated Idan.
An additional solution pioneered by the defense company
involved the creation of specialized masks for patients
receiving non-invasive ventilation treatment. Such ventilators create aerosols around the patients that are filled
with viruses. “Doctors told us that when they approached
such patients, they’d get infected. We took the big gas
masks that were distributed to those with beards during
the First Gulf War and installed connectors to it that link
it to the ventilation system. This is now in clinical trials
in two hospitals,” explained Idan. “We have passed this
design on to medical organizations around the world.”
Additionally, Rafael worked with hospital doctors to develop a system that enables two patients to be treated by
a single ventilator, with a separate ability to control parameters for each patient. “We built a real splitter using
standard medical components,” said Idan. “This allows for
separate control of pressure in the lungs of each patient.
That is what was needed.” Although there are no shortages of ventilators in Israel, Rafael did distribute this design around the world, and has answered requests from
medical centers in Florida and South America asking for
information on how to build the system.
In the field of ventilation production, Rafael answered a
call to help Israeli ventilator producer Flight Medical
meet a government order for 1,000 machines. The company usually makes 30 machines a month, so Rafael
moved in with its production capabilities to boost produc-

tion rates massively. “They are the experts, not us,” said
Idan. “They are a small company that now has huge backing, including in the acquisition of components.”
She described seeing a lab set up to examine ventilators
right next to a line that produces missiles for the Iron
Dome air-defense system. “It is a surreal view, and it’s
how we created solutions for the here and now, because
that is what was needed.”
Asked to describe the feedback that she has received from
hospital staff, Idan recounted powerful messages from
frontline teams. “The highest satisfaction came when we
were leaving the Rambam Hospital [in Haifa], and the
chief nurse of the hospital in charge of the coronavirus
ward said, ‘you have brought light in dark days. You understood our needs and provided solutions for them,’ ” she
said. Another medical staff worker sent Idan a WhatsApp
message that moved her deeply. The message stated: “I as
a doctor save one or two people a day. This is my daily
work. What you did here is change the face of the world of
medicine. I have no words to describe what you did.” “For
me to receive such a message,” said Idan, “I don’t need
anything more.” [jns.org]

IsraAID joins efforts to fight hunger in
coronavirus-striken California
The Israeli humanitarian group IsraAID joined the fight
against coronavirus-related hunger in California as part
of its international disaster relief efforts, with volunteers
working at food banks and distributing boxes of food in
Los Angeles, according to a Jewish Journal report. “What
happened now is an unprecedented disaster in the United
States. We felt it was important to activate our local
members. There was a huge gap because food pantries
were seeing a decrease in volunteers, and yet there was
huge increase in need for food,” said Seth Davis, executive director of the nongovernmental group IsraAID US.
IsraAID has been in contact with local community members and requested volunteers to aid in sorting, packing,
and distribution efforts of the Los Angeles Regional Food
Bank. Parents in the area came to Los Angeles public
schools to pick up prepared school lunches for their children, with each box containing enough to last a family of
four for one week. IsraAID volunteers loaded boxes directly into the cars of families visiting the food bank.
“We facilitated 30 volunteers and assisted with the distribution of 21,000 boxes, which feeds approximately 58,000
people. It expanded very fast,” Davis added. IsraAid has
also been involved in food-distribution programs in other
major cities across California, including San Jose, the
San Francisco Bay area, and San Diego.
[jpost.com]

